Give the Gift of Mobility, Dignity, and Opportunity

Maker of the Mobility Cart since 1994.

Our mission: Mobility Worldwide MO – Columbia’s mission is to provide appropriate mobility for all of God’s children in need. We seek to provide mobility first for those in greatest need and with the least resources in poor or underdeveloped countries.

God Makes Connections

One day while working in the warehouse/shop, Luis Rivera walked in. Luis is lost; he is looking for the car repair garage next door. But God is working here. Luis is amazed at seeing Mobility Carts on the floor. He is thinking they are for sale. You see, Luis has a nephew in Ampala, Valle, Honduras, who got a cart 5 years ago and has just worn it out. He is back living on the ground.

Luis has lived in the USA for 24 years, married Sandra from Texas and has two children. Luis works as a brick mason. His nephew, Osman Rivera, lives on the Pacific coast side of Honduras. Luis was overjoyed to see the very cart that Osman needed. “How can I buy one? How can we ship it? There must be a way!!”

Coincidentally, our shop had just sent a container of carts to Dr. Raul in San Pedro Sula, Honduras. Dr. Raul is the strong partner with Jan and Tim Long of Washington Overseas Mission in Washington, MO. Many carts have been sent over the years to Honduras, and this was the first full container load.

With just a few phone calls to Washington and then to Honduras, Luis Rivera’s cousin picked up a cart in San Pedro Sula, sent it by bus to Ampala, and within a few weeks Osman was off the ground and mobile again. He sells bags of water from his cart and makes a good living.

THANK YOU FOR THE GUARANTEE OF MOBILITY TO THE WORLD!!

Gary’s Column:

One Publicly Prayed Thanking God For Your Generosity

Rainbow Network offers Go and See Trips each year. April 11-15 I visited Nicaragua to see firsthand what great accomplishments they made with the rural village people of this poor country. RN provides feeding centers for children, improved schooling, new housing, micro loans to start their own businesses, and medical services. Each area requires involvement by the participant. As an example, I met our high school student who wants to be a chef. He is required to pay back by teaching the younger children two hours each school day. Loans are paid back; homes are built with sweat equity.

Among the 50,000 people helped, mobility is solved by the appropriate mobility devices, i.e., crutches, wheelchairs, and Mobility Carts. As we returned to Managua one day, 7 cart recipients met us under the shade tree and told me how grateful they are to be able to ride around their community. They were all sizes and weights. Some had improvised their carts with a canopy. One told who called from his car that 2 of his family members. Another had a young girl in a wheelchair, and both had ever improved. Others just had accidents during their lives and could not walk.

Several carts had been out nearly 5 years, another was 8 days old. All the men in this case, were overjoyed. One publicly gave a prayer to say Thank You to God for Your Generosity in building caring. You can see they held a small sign in a paper plate that says, “Thank you to All that support this Mobility Project.”

Hallelujah and Praise for Your Continued Donations.
Nicaragua is More Mobile.

- Gary Moreau, Executive Director

FROM CRASH TO MOBILITY CART
12 Year Old Isam Isn’t The Same After He Broke His Leg.

“He lives in Honduras. Several months ago he had an accident on a motorcycle with his cousin and broke his leg in several places. Although they have taken this cast off, he is still not able to walk.”

MATCH UPDATE
Thank you to all who responded to our $20,000 match opportunity this past Easter. Within one month, we had received your generous gifts to double the match. All of your support is greatly appreciated!

THANK YOU FOR THE GUARANTEE OF MOBILITY TO THE WORLD!!

“Thanks is new now about poverty. What is new is now that we have the techniques and the resources to get rid of poverty. The question is whether we have the will.”

- Martin Luther King

God Makes Connections

One day while working in the warehouse/shop, Luis Rivera walks in. Luis is lost; he is looking for the car repair garage next door. But God is working here. Luis is amazed at seeing Mobility Carts on the floor. He is thinking they are for sale. You see, Luis has a nephew in Ampala, Valle, Honduras, who got a cart 5 years ago and has just worn it out. He is back living on the ground.

Luis has lived in the USA for 24 years, married Sandra from Texas and has two children. Luis works as a brick mason. His nephew, Osman Rivera, lives on the Pacific coast side of Honduras. Luis was overjoyed to see the very cart that Osman needed. “How can I buy one? How can we ship it? There must be a way!!”

Coincidentally, our shop had just sent a container of carts to Dr. Raul in San Pedro Sula, Honduras. Dr. Raul is the strong partner with Jan and Tim Long of Washington Overseas Mission in Washington, MO. Many carts have been sent over the years to Honduras, and this was the first full container load.

With just a few phone calls to Washington and then to Honduras, Luis Rivera’s cousin picked up a cart in San Pedro Sula, sent it by bus to Ampala, and within a few weeks Osman was off the ground and mobile again. He sells bags of water from his cart and makes a good living.

THANK YOU FOR THE GUARANTEE OF MOBILITY TO THE WORLD!!

Considcredly, our shop had just sent a container of carts to Dr. Raul in San Pedro Sula, Honduras. Dr. Raul is the strong partner with Jan and Tim Long of Washington Overseas Mission in Washington, MO. Many carts have been sent over the years to Honduras, and this was the first full container load.

With just a few phone calls to Washington and then to Honduras, Luis Rivera’s cousin picked up a cart in San Pedro Sula, sent it by bus to Ampala, and within a few weeks Osman was off the ground and mobile again. He sells bags of water from his cart and makes a good living.

THANK YOU FOR THE GUARANTEE OF MOBILITY TO THE WORLD!!
Volunteer Spotlight
Farmers in northern MO gather to weld cart parts by the hundreds!

Watch the video of the great day Ron read (MO welding volunteer) and Gary spent with Farmers City Welders as they produced 860 bike handlebars. They gathered and sold twice a week. We are greatly appreciative of this dedicated team of volunteers. Enjoy!

EASTER GREETING FROM KENYA

"It was a big day for the disabled people in Moyale, Kenya. I never dreamed at all that we could help 60 people in Moyale who have crawled on the ground or been carried all their lives to Kenya at $55 each. For the first time in their lives they will have a cart to help them. They are learning to stand. Our goal is to ship 200 Mobility Carts. Our long time donors of PFC for Preschool on up. We are happy to be working with many organizations and partners for this very important work. We distribute 9 carts at the asst. County Office. Most interesting day, and we’re looking forward to doing this again in the future."

Most Recipients were Muslims and Humbly Listened to Pastor Hibdo Share the Gospel who潮湿

"Most of the recipients are Muslims. I call you a wonderful opportunity to share the love of God with them and they were so humble to listen. Pastor Hibdo spreading the gospel by showing the love of Christ."

Wishing all the PFC family a blessed Easter, Connie Cheren, President for Care

(continued on top of next page)
Thanks for continuing to supply carts for us to ship. Photos this morning with this short note.

“Dear Gary,

In addition in January:

Diverse Confessions, INC. One of the things they do is assist local shipped humanitarian aid to Congo. It was headed to Women of Orphan Grain Train in NE reported in their spring newsletter they

This man had dead legs but he became independent,

This was a wonderful opportunity to share the love of

Most Recipients were Muslims and humbly listened to Pastor Hibro Share the Gospel

Easter Greeting From Kenya

“It was a big day for the disabled people in Moyale, Kenya. I never dreamed at all that we could help 60 people in Moyale who have crawled on the ground or been carried all their lives to have mobility but God is so faithful and cares for his

Most of the recipients are Muslims. I tell you a was a wonderful opportunity to share the love of God with them and they were so humble to listen.”

Pastor Hibro spreading the gospel by showing the love of Christ.

We wish all the PFC family a blessed Easter, Connie Chenen, Partners for Care

Easter Greeting for Kenya

Volunteer Spotlight

Farmers in northern MO gather to weld cart parts by the hundreds!

Watch the video of the great day Ron and MOC welding volunteers and Gary spent with Farmer City Welders as they

Easter Greeting from Kenya

see (continued on top of next page)
EASTER GREETING FROM KENYA

"It was a big day for the disabled people in Moruya, Kenya. I never dreamed at all that we could help 60 people in Moruya who have crawled on the ground or been carried all their lives help 60 people in Moyale who have crawled on the ground or been carried all their lives. I never dreamed that we could do this."

Sandra Brookshire

Grace.

“Let your love of justice be exceeded only by your love of mercy”

-- Amos
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God Makes Connections

One day while working in the warehouse/shop, Luis Rivera walks in. Luis is lost; he is looking for the car repair garage next door. But God is working here. Luis is amazed at seeing Mobility Carts on the floor. He is thinking they are for sale. You see, Luis has a nephew in Ampala, Valle, Honduras, who got a cart 5 years ago and has just worn it out. He is back living on the ground.

Luis has lived in the USA for 24 years, married Sandra from Texas and has two children. Luis works as a brick mason. His nephew, Osman Rivera, lives on the Pacific coast side of Honduras. Luis was overjoyed to see the very cart that Osman needed. “How can I buy one? How can we ship it? There must be a way!!”

Coincidentally, our shop had just sent a container of carts to Dr. Raul in San Pedro Sula, Honduras. Dr. Raul is the strong partner with Jan and Tim Long of Washington Overseas Mission in Washington, MO. Many carts have been sent over the years to Honduras, and this was the first full container load.

With just a few phone calls to Washington and then to Honduras, Luis Rivera’s cousin picked up a cart in San Pedro Sula, sent it by bus to Ampala, and within a few weeks Osman was off the ground and mobile again. He sells bags of water from his cart and makes a good living.

THANK YOU FOR THE GUARANTEE OF MOBILITY TO THE WORLD!!

Gary’s Column:
One Publicly Prayed Thanking God For Your Generosity

Rainbow Network offers Go and See Trips each year. April 11-15 I visited Nicaragua to see firsthand what great accomplishments they make with the rural village people of this poor country. RBN provides feeding centers for children, improved schooling, new housing, micro loans to kick start incomes, and medical services. Each area requires involvement by the participant. As an example, I met our high school student who wants to be a chef. He is required to pay back by teaching the younger children two hours each school day. Loans are paid back; homes are built with sweat equity.

Among the 50,000 people helped, mobility is achieved by the appropriate mobility devices, i.e., crutches, wheelchairs, and Mobility Carts. As we returned to Managua one day, 7 cart recipients met under the shade tree and told me how grateful they are to be able to ride around their community. They were all sizes and weights. Some had improvised their cart with a canopy. One old toller came from his cart to his family Bible. Another had a stoma. Both diabetes, and both had eye appointments. Others just had accidents during their lives and could not walk.

Several carts had been out nearly 5 years, another was 8 days old. All the men in this case, were overjoyed. One publicly gave a prayer to say Thank You to God for Your Generosity in building carts. As you can see they held a small sign from a paper plate that says, “Thank you to All that support this Mobility Project.”

Hallelujah and Praise for Your Continued Donations. Nicaragua is More Mobile.

- GARY MOREAU, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

“Nothing is new about poverty. What is new is now that we have the techniques and the resources to get rid of poverty. The question is whether we have the will.”

- Martin Luther King

From Crash to Mobility Cart

12 Year Old Isn’t The Same After He Broke His Leg.

“He lives in Honduras. Several months ago he had an accident on a motorcycle with his cousin and broke his leg in several places. Although they have taken the cast off, he is still not able to walk.”

MATCH UPDATE

Thank you to all who responded to our $20,000 match opportunity this past Easter. Within one month, we had received your generous gifts to double the match. All of your support is greatly appreciated!
Give the Gift of Mobility, Dignity, and Opportunity

Maker of the MOBILITY CART since 1994.

Our mission: Mobility Worldwide MO – Columbia’s mission is to provide appropriate mobility for all of God’s children in need. We seek to provide mobility first for those in greatest need and with the least resources in poor or underdeveloped countries.

God Makes Connections

One day while working in the warehouse/shop, Luis Rivera walks in. Luis is lost; he is looking for the car repair garage next door. But God is working here. Luis is amazed at seeing Mobility Carts on the floor. He is thinking they are for sale. You see, Luis has a nephew in Ampala, Valle, Honduras, who got a cart 5 years ago and has just worn it out. He is back living on the ground.

Luis has lived in the USA for 24 years, married Sandra from Texas and has two children. Luis works as a brick mason. His nephew, Osman Rivera lives on the Pacific coast side of Honduras. Luis was overjoyed to see the very cart that Osman needed. “How can I buy one? How can we ship it? There must be a way!!”

Coincidentally, our shop had just sent a container of carts to Dr. Raul in San Pedro Sula, Honduras. Dr. Raul is the strong partner with Jan and Tim Long of Washington Overseas Mission in Washington, MO. Many carts have been sent over the years to Honduras, and this was the first full container load.

With just a few phone calls to Washington and then to Honduras, Luis Rivera’s cousin picked up a cart in San Pedro Sula, sent it by bus to Ampala, and within a few weeks Osman was off the ground and mobile again. He sells bags of water from his cart and makes a good living.

THANK YOU FOR THE GUARANTEE OF MOBILITY TO THE WORLD!!

Gary’s Column:

One Publicly Prayed Thanking God For Your Generosity

Rainbow Network offers Go and See Trips each year. April 11-15 I visited Nicaragua to see firsthand what great accomplishments they make with the rural village people of this poor country. RIN provides feeding centers for children, improved schooling, new housing, micro loans to start small income, and medical services. Each area requires involvement by the participants. As an example, I met our high school student who wants to be a chef. He is required to pay back by teaching the younger children two hours each school day. Loans are paid back homes are built with sweat-equity.

Among the 50,000 people helped, mobility is solved by the appropriate mobility devices; i.e., walkers, wheelchairs, and Mobility Carts. As we returned to Managua one day, 7 cart recipients met us under the tree and told me how grateful they are to be able to ride around their communities. They were all sizes and weights. Some had improvised their carts with a canopy. One told several stories from his cart that his family bakes. Another had a dog. He said his dog helps him with household tasks, and both his eyes were operated. Others just had accidents during their lives and could not walk.

Several carts had been out nearly 5 years, another was 8 days old. All the men in this case, were overjoyed. One publicly gave a prayer to say Thank You to God for Your Generosity in building your cart. You can see the joy on their faces from a paper place mat that says, “Thank you to All that support this Mobility Project.”

Hallelujah and Praise for Your Continued Donations.

Nicaragua is More Mobile.

- Gary Moreau, Executive Director

There is nothing new about poverty. What is new is now that we have the techniques and the resources to get rid of poverty. The question is whether we have the will.”

- Martin Luther King

God Makes Connections

One day while working in the warehouse/shop, Luis Rivera walks in. Luis is lost; he is looking for the car repair garage next door. But God is working here. Luis is amazed at seeing Mobility Carts on the floor. He is thinking they are for sale. You see, Luis has a nephew in Ampala, Valle, Honduras, who got a cart 5 years ago and has just worn it out. He is back living on the ground.

Luis has lived in the USA for 24 years, married Sandra from Texas and has two children. Luis works as a brick mason. His nephew, Osman Rivera, lives on the Pacific coast side of Honduras. Luis was overjoyed to see the very cart that Osman needed. “How can I buy one? How can we ship it? There must be a way!!”

Coincidentally, our shop had just sent a container of carts to Dr. Raul in San Pedro Sula, Honduras. Dr. Raul is the strong partner with Jan and Tim Long of Washington Overseas Mission in Washington, MO. Many carts have been sent over the years to Honduras, and this was the first full container load.

With just a few phone calls to Washington and then to Honduras, Luis Rivera’s cousin picked up a cart in San Pedro Sula, sent it by bus to Ampala, and within a few weeks Osman was off the ground and mobile again. He sells bags of water from his cart and makes a good living.

THANK YOU FOR THE GUARANTEE OF MOBILITY TO THE WORLD!!

From Crash to Mobility Cart

12 Year Old Isai isn’t the Same After He Broke His Leg.

“He lives in Honduras. Several months ago he had an accident on a motorcycle with his cousin and broke his leg in several places. Although they have taken the cast off, he is still not able to walk.”

Match Update

Thank you to all who responded to our $20,000 match opportunity this past Easter. Within one month, we had received your generous gifts to, in the match. All of your support is greatly appreciated.

Concordantly, our shop had just sent a container of carts to Dr. Raul in San Pedro Sula, Honduras. Dr. Raul is the strong partner with Jan and Tim Long of Washington Overseas Mission in Washington, MO. Many carts have been sent over the years to Honduras, and this was the first full container load.

With just a few phone calls to Washington and then to Honduras, Luis Rivera’s cousin picked up a cart in San Pedro Sula, sent it by bus to Ampala, and within a few weeks Osman was off the ground and mobile again. He sells bags of water from his cart and makes a good living.

THANK YOU FOR THE GUARANTEE OF MOBILITY TO THE WORLD!!

“Thank you to all who responded to our $20,000 match opportunity this past Easter. Within one month, we had received your generous gifts to, in the match. All of your support is greatly appreciated.”

Concordantly, our shop had just sent a container of carts to Dr. Raul in San Pedro Sula, Honduras. Dr. Raul is the strong partner with Jan and Tim Long of Washington Overseas Mission in Washington, MO. Many carts have been sent over the years to Honduras, and this was the first full container load.

With just a few phone calls to Washington and then to Honduras, Luis Rivera’s cousin picked up a cart in San Pedro Sula, sent it by bus to Ampala, and within a few weeks Osman was off the ground and mobile again. He sells bags of water from his cart and makes a good living.

THANK YOU FOR THE GUARANTEE OF MOBILITY TO THE WORLD!!

God Makes Connections

One day while working in the warehouse/shop, Luis Rivera walks in. Luis is lost; he is looking for the car repair garage next door. But God is working here. Luis is amazed at seeing Mobility Carts on the floor. He is thinking they are for sale. You see, Luis has a nephew in Ampala, Valle, Honduras, who got a cart 5 years ago and has just worn it out. He is back living on the ground.

Luis has lived in the USA for 24 years, married Sandra from Texas and has two children. Luis works as a brick mason. His nephew, Osman Rivera, lives on the Pacific coast side of Honduras. Luis was overjoyed to see the very cart that Osman needed. “How can I buy one? How can we ship it? There must be a way!!”

Coincidentally, our shop had just sent a container of carts to Dr. Raul in San Pedro Sula, Honduras. Dr. Raul is the strong partner with Jan and Tim Long of Washington Overseas Mission in Washington, MO. Many carts have been sent over the years to Honduras, and this was the first full container load.

With just a few phone calls to Washington and then to Honduras, Luis Rivera’s cousin picked up a cart in San Pedro Sula, sent it by bus to Ampala, and within a few weeks Osman was off the ground and mobile again. He sells bags of water from his cart and makes a good living.

THANK YOU FOR THE GUARANTEE OF MOBILITY TO THE WORLD!!

From Crash to Mobility Cart

12 Year Old Isai Isn’t the Same After He Broke His Leg.

“He lives in Honduras. Several months ago he had an accident on a motorcycle with his cousin and broke his leg in several places. Although they have taken the cast off, he is still not able to walk.”

Match Update

Thank you to all who responded to our $20,000 match opportunity this past Easter. Within one month, we had received your generous gifts to, in the match. All of your support is greatly appreciated.

Concordantly, our shop had just sent a container of carts to Dr. Raul in San Pedro Sula, Honduras. Dr. Raul is the strong partner with Jan and Tim Long of Washington Overseas Mission in Washington, MO. Many carts have been sent over the years to Honduras, and this was the first full container load.

With just a few phone calls to Washington and then to Honduras, Luis Rivera’s cousin picked up a cart in San Pedro Sula, sent it by bus to Ampala, and within a few weeks Osman was off the ground and mobile again. He sells bags of water from his cart and makes a good living.

THANK YOU FOR THE GUARANTEE OF MOBILITY TO THE WORLD!!

God Makes Connections

One day while working in the warehouse/shop, Luis Rivera walks in. Luis is lost; he is looking for the car repair garage next door. But God is working here. Luis is amazed at seeing Mobility Carts on the floor. He is thinking they are for sale. You see, Luis has a nephew in Ampala, Valle, Honduras, who got a cart 5 years ago and has just worn it out. He is back living on the ground.

Luis has lived in the USA for 24 years, married Sandra from Texas and has two children. Luis works as a brick mason. His nephew, Osman Rivera, lives on the Pacific coast side of Honduras. Luis was overjoyed to see the very cart that Osman needed. “How can I buy one? How can we ship it? There must be a way!!”

Coincidentally, our shop had just sent a container of carts to Dr. Raul in San Pedro Sula, Honduras. Dr. Raul is the strong partner with Jan and Tim Long of Washington Overseas Mission in Washington, MO. Many carts have been sent over the years to Honduras, and this was the first full container load.

With just a few phone calls to Washington and then to Honduras, Luis Rivera’s cousin picked up a cart in San Pedro Sula, sent it by bus to Ampala, and within a few weeks Osman was off the ground and mobile again. He sells bags of water from his cart and makes a good living.

THANK YOU FOR THE GUARANTEE OF MOBILITY TO THE WORLD!!